We investigate the use of SVD based two factor models for numerical data classification. Motivations for such a study include the widespread success of such models (e.g, LSI) in textual information retrieval, emerging connections with well established statistical techniques and the increasing Occurrence of mixed mode (text-and-numeric) data. A direct extension as well as an efficient modification of the LSI model applied to numerical data problems are presented and the associated problems and likely remedies discussed. The techniques under investigation are shown to perform competitively with respect to popular existing numerical classification techniques on a range of synthetic and real world benchmark data. In particular, we show that the modified LSI proposed in this work avoids confronting the optimal subspace selection problem yet generalizes well and remains computationally efficient for large data.
INTRODUCTION
Over the last 10 years, the latent semantic indexing technique (LSI) has been effectively used for information retrieval in the text domain in a variety of tasks, see for example [ 1,2,3]. LSI presumes the existence of a latent structure in the textual data and treats the unreliability in observed term-document association as a statistical problem to uncover this shucture. Specifically it uses a truncated singular value decomposition (SVD) to project terms, documents and queries into the same multidimensional real valued derived feature space. Each query is represented as a pseudodocument formed from a weighted combination of terms.
Since SVD is essentially a proximity based model, a subsequent use of a dot product based similarity metric retrieves documents related to the query.
The empirically observed success of LSI has often been attributed to its capability of filtering out noise and generation of a clean set of orthogonal basis vectors which help it project terms, documents and queries consistently into the * e-mail: {A.Choudhury, Y.S.Ong, Andy.Keane)@soton.uc.uk same space. In recent years, the connections of LSI with other well known techniques have also brought forth theoretical evidence in its favor. We mention some of the more notable connections below.
The technique of LSI is closely related to that of Multi Dimensional Scaling (MDS) [4] , a technique which seeks to construct a reduced order configuration for projecting input data while preserving a prespecified similarity measure in the least square sense. In fact, the document representation found using LSI is an optimal special case of MDS [S] , when the inner product is used as the similarity measure.
The equivalence relationship between factor analysis techniques and multiple regression models first explored by Malinvaud et. al. [6] has also provided valuable insights into the effectiveness of the latent semantic model. Specifically, it has been shown that LSI reduces the magnitude of the specification error' which arises because of absence of certain keywords in the query. A conventional keyword search algorithm would assign zero(0) weights to such absent keywords. This might result in improper handling of important missing variables. LSI solves this problem by assigning weights given words in a query so that they can serve as proxies for synonyms and closely related terms not present in the query [7] .
The success of LSI in information retrieval and its interesting relationships with existing data modeling techniques naturally leads one to contemplate on its application to numeric or non text based(mixed) domains. This paper investigates the use of latent semantic indexing as a tool for numerical data classification based on such a motivation. In particular, we investigate two techniques aimed at uncovering the latent association between numeric data attributes and the corresponding class labels. Typically, the resulting predictive models are similarity based models operating in a transformed feature space. A further common feature of the techniques discussed in this paper is their ability to handle mixed (continuous and/or nominal) attribute data The rest of the paper is organized as follows: section 2
'Specification e m r refers 10 the estimation ermn arising out of the improper idusion or exclusion of key explanatory variables from a model. 
CONVENTIONAL LSI FOR NUMERIC D.4TA
As mentioned earlier, LSI in the text domain captures the uncertainty in association between terms and documents. This is achieved by computing and factorizing a tenn document cwccurrence frequency matrix. A straightfixward extension to the numerical domain would therefore involve constructing an attribute instance co-occurrence frequency matrix. Since the attributes may themselves be continuous in nature, a discretization technique needs to be employed.
Entropy-based discretization
In the present setup, a recursive minimum entropy partitioning (RMEP) technique [SI has been employed for diwretizing the input space of the continuous attributes. RMEP is a supervised heuristic discretization algorithm based on information theory which uses the class information entropy measure to determine bm boundaries for discretization. Given a dataset S, a feature a and a partition boundary T, the class information entropy of the partition induced by T i s defined as follows:
where SI and SZ denote the two partition subsets (:out of S), I I represents the cardinality operation on a set, and Ent(S1) and Ent(S2) denote the respective class entropies. The binary discretization boundary T is chosen each time to minimize the entropy function over all possible patitions. The method proceeds by recursively partitioning the sets induced by T till a stopping criterion is satisfied. Recursive partitioning within a set of instances S stops if [SI:
where N is the number of unique instances in set S and,
Gain(a,T;S) = Ent(S) -E ( a , T ; S ) (3)

A ( a , T ; S )
-where kl , ka denote the number of class labels in sets SI
and SZ (out of S ) , respectively. The reader is referred to [81 for a detailed exposition of the technique.
The attribute-instance frequency matrix is then constructed using the bin-widths generated by the above technique. A subsequent SVD factorization generates the predictive model encapsulating the latent structure in the data. Let n, denote the total number of bins generated after discretization of attributes and N be the total number of instances assigned to m classes. Then represent the (discretized) attribute-instance frequency matrix by X and its 
Given a novel data instance, we compute its discretized version x E Rna, and project it into the k dimensional reduced LSI subspace by computing t = zTUkC-'. A subsequent neamess score is computed using s = {t Ck V , } and the class of the nearest neighbor document assigned to the new instance. Note that we shall henceforth refer to this scheme by the acronym LsItd, where the subscript emphasizes its similarity with term document type LSI, commonly used in the information retrieval literature.
E RnaXk and v k E R N x k contain the k left and
Discussion
While the utility of LSI as filtering technique is well understood, a few important questionslconcems remain unresolved. The most pertinent of these is the issue of model selection which in this case amounts to optimal subspace selection i.e., the optimal number (say k) of singular vectors(va1ues) to be retained for best generalization on unseen data. To the best of our knowledge, a priori estimation of k from a direct inspection of the matrix X is still an open question[9, 101. We mention that in its absence, all the results for LSItd reported in this paper (see Tables 1.2 ward stagewise incremental SVD update starting from an exact SVD factorization for a modestly sized random sanple from the data. We have more to say on this approach in section 4.
A MODIFIED LSI
As mentioned in the last section, the conventionalapproach to LSI is faced with the twin issues of optimal subspace selection and rising computational costs. In what follows, we show that by a slight reformulation of the LSI approach, both these issues can he resolved. In particular, in the setting presented below, the question of optimal subspace selection has a trivial solution and the scalability of the modfied scheme has no direct relationship with data size.
Attribute class co-occurrence
The emphasis in the current section (as opposed to conventional LSI, c.f section 2) is on directly modeling the uncertainty in the relationship between (discretized) attributes and the class labels. For this purpose, we construct the attribute class co-occurrence frequency matrix, Z € Rn* X m , where na, m cany over their usual meanings from the previous section. For clarity and ease of presentation, we describe the new approach in terms of the attribute instance frequency matrix, X E R". x N , introduced in the last section. Further, without any loss of generality we restrict OUT attention to the t w w l a s s case (m = 2); the extension to the multiclass case (m > 2) is trivial and follows naturally from the presentation below.
We begin by partitioning X into two blocks as X = [XI Xz], where Xi E Rna xN1 and X Z E R"-x N 2 , respectively denote instance attribute frequency matrices for classes 1 and 2 ( N = NI +Nz). Then the attribute class frequency matrix Z E Rn* x 2 can be obtained by summing up class assigned to the new instance. We shall refer to the scheme introduced here as LSI,,, where the subscript indicates the attribute class nature of Z directly. Since, in general, C E Etmxm, and CTC = I, the columns of C i.e., the "class vectors" fully characterize an m-dimensional space, which we shall refer to as the "class space". We mention that this interpretation is consistent with the proximity based probabilistic model proposed in [lo] , where the columns of C perform the role of the so called characteristic vectors. Fig.1 shows a toy problem and the ideal separating plane. Also shown are two test points which are projected into the "class space" defined above. Fig. 2 shows geometrically the effect of projecting the test points into the space where the "class vectors" reside (as discussed above). The perpendicular bisector of the l i e joinimg the two "class vectors" c1 and cz has been used to decide the class of the new query. As shown in the figure, test point 1 lies on the same side as the class vector c1 and hence is labelled as belonging to the class Cl. Similarly, test point 2 lies on the same side as the class vector c2 and hence is labelled as belonging to the class Cz. Since the ascribed class labels of the test points match the true ones (see Fig. l) , the LSI-based classilier has been able to correctly classify them.
Discussion
Notice that the simple modification suggested in Equation (5) -. the data size, this scaliig is extremely attractive. Sec:ondly, since p = rank(2) -min(n,,m), the size (IC) of the optimal LSI subspace wiU be less than or equal to m. When -~ p = m, the m columns of the C matrix can be effectively us.4 as class representatives and prediction done as above.
Finally, the case of p < m i.e., when some singular val-.xes are exceptionally small or zero, may be used to indicate (i) the likely presence of spurious class(es) i.e., when the underlying structure in the data does not bear out the dis-
. tinction between two (or more) class labels, and/or I:ii) the possible U-posedness of problem or insufficient data.
.~ .
FURTHER COMPUTATIONAL ISSUES
;4n interesting situation arises when one needs to frequently update the SVD factorization obtained in the LSI schemes.
One can show that for large data (i.e., N~ >> (na, m) becomes more clear at high noise levels, when more effective filtering is required. LS&, the optimal model size is also indicated. We observe that in general, the SVD based techniques perform as well as the standard machine learning techniques for numeric data In particular, we note the performance of the LSI,, technique, which is remarkable given the fact that it is a one-shot process and does not involve a model selection stage (as opposed to C4.5 and Lsltd). This fact along with its better computational features (both offline and onh e ) are important outcomes of this research. Here, we also point out the exceptional accuracy shown by LSItd on the vehicle dataset: we believe this outcome is a combination of high noise in the data and the availability of a relatively large set of basis vectors for enhanced filtering. 
EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGATIONS
CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this article, we investigated the application of SVD based models to numerical data classification. Traditionally, such techniques (e.g., LSI) have been used effectively for information retrieval in the text domain. A straightforward extension of the popular LSI technique to numeric data performs well (in terms of accuracy) but is fraught with problems of model selection and escalating computational costs with datasize. We propose a modified LSI which directly models the uncertainty relationship between class labels and the input feature space. The resulting scheme is more efficient than the conventional one and also circumvents the optimal subspace selection problem faced in the conventional approach. Performance comparisons on synthetic and realworld benchmark data demonstrate the competitiveness of the current approach w.r.t popular existing machine learning techniques. Various computational issues and bottlenecks are highlighted and possible remedies suggested.
As mentioned earlier, updating the classifier without recomputing the SVD (or the SDD) would inevitably lead to a degradation in performance. This may be traced to the loss of orthogonality in the updated system. An interesting enhancement to the present work would be to use the extent of this loss to derive a threshold to determine when to stop and recompute the SVD (or the SDD) all over again. Work in this direction is currently in progress although much remains to be done. An alternative direction of work is the development of fast stable SVD updates, while minimizing the loss of orthogonality of the system [HI.
Finally, it is important to reiterate that while a small number of discriminative directions can often provide fairly good generalization for low noise situations, such an approach mayhe counter productive for high noise scenarios. In such cases, one may actually need to generate more discriminative directions (basis vectors) to enable effective filtering, although the associated costs to be incurred in model selection need to be appreciated as well.
